
A Neoclassical Analysis of Belief SentencesHenk ZeevatUniversity of AmsterdamThe classical logic of belief is (Hintikka 1971). Hintikka provides a belief operatorde�ned over possible worlds and treats quanti�cation by quantifying over a set ofindividual concepts. This paper adds some modern features.Many problems are known about possible world based belief theories and the aimof this paper is to repair a number of them. The aim is not so much to give a logicof belief, but rather an analysis of belief reports. What we are interested in, is atheory of the interpretation of belief sentences which connects to a logic containinga belief operator. The theory of interpretation makes the connection of the surfacesentence to its logical representation an indirect one, determined by various con-textual factors. Some of the problems that arise within the logical system in whichthe belief report is represented do not arise for the natural language belief reports.So what we are studying is not the logic of belief but the intuitive consequencerelation between belief reports. I believe bringing in the recent advances in formalpragmatics to the study of these problems brings about a clari�cation of some issuesaround belief sentences, notably about the status of names and indexicals in opaquecontexts.What this paper adds to Hintikka's theory is �rst of all a new interpretation ofthe belief alternatives assumed by Hintikka. This analysis is Haas-Spohn's diagonaltheory of belief alternatives, based on a radical indexicalism towards the meaningsof natural language lexemes. Without this underpinning, the current paper couldnot have been written.The second element that is added to Hintikka's theory is a di�erent account of theindividual concepts which are the basis of his account of quantifying into beliefcontexts. This account is in essence my earlier history-based theory of objects ofbelief (the most recent version is Zeevat 1994), but this time formulated in possibleworlds semantics rather than in discourse representation theory . This formalisationis useful and adds to the original account.Third, we o�er an alternative account of proper indexicals. Here, we use the theoryof presupposition that has been developed over the last ten years primarily by Vander Sandt (Van der Sandt 1992).The resulting theory also o�ers a radically di�erent account of existential de dictobelief reports. This account has an important consequence: it opens the door to asolution of the problem of closure under logical consequence, a solution that howeverrelies on the idea that all judgements are essentially existential. This view can befound in certain versions of Davidson's approach to event semantics, in certain formsof DRT and of course in the intuitionistic tradition, especially in type theory.The organisation of the paper is as follows. In the �rst section, we will introduceHaas-Spohn's theory of subjective interpretation and the consequences of this the-1



ory for the analysis of belief sentences. Section 2 removes the basic obstacle to theextension of this theory to all de dicto belief sentences: Kaplan's theory of demon-stratives. Section 3 is concerned with individual concepts and will enable us to givea full account of belief sentences. Section 4 gives a closer look at two traditionalproblems with belief sentences and presents a theory of names. Section 5 �nallyo�ers the tentative solution to closure under logical consequence and explores someconsequences of the present theory for the theory of information and for naturallanguage semantics.The theory of belief that de�nes the truth of belief reports in terms of a set ofbelief alternatives for the subject su�ers from a large number of problems. Theseproblems originate from on the one hand the conception of the relation of beliefand necessity and on the other from the fact that a set of possible worlds is alwaysclosed under logical consequence. Representative of the �rst problem is Kripke'spuzzle (Kripke 1979).Logical consequence is a problem of the connection of belief with practical reasoning.As beliefs are the basis for action, the theory commits us to actions we are not infact prepared to carry out. Kamp (1994) gives a simple example involving anarithmetical truth.1 A Diagonal Theory of Belief AlternativesWhat information does a subject get from a conversation? Which belief alternativescan be eliminated?Suppose you are availing yourself of the Blind Date Telephone Service and you arespeaking to a girl who claims to be a blonde. The subjective information you arederiving from her claim (which you happen to believe) is not at all the same as theproposition expressed by the sentence "I am a blonde" which she whispered in thephone. That proposition is about that girl at the other side of the phone, Anita,a person you do not happen to know. The information you have cuts down yourset of belief alternatives (the other hair colours) but the criterion by which youcut them down is not related to the girl herself, but to whoever happens to be onthe phone according to the particular alternative. There are some limitations: shehas that kind of voice, she is that sort of person, but within those limits anythinggoes. If the person on the phone in the alternative is a brunette, the alternative isrejected, if she is a blonde it stays. What is going on with Anita in the alternativeis irrelevant.The criterion for eliminating a belief alternative uses not the actual referent of "I",but the referent of "I" according to the belief alternative. If the \I" of the beliefalternative is not a blonde, the alternative is elminated. That means, we haveto diagonalise the sentence's character (in terms of Kaplan's character semantics)in order to �nd out which belief alternatives survive the update. The subjectivemeaning of the sentence for a person a can be de�ned as the intersection of thediagonal of the sentence's character with the belief alternatives of a. This analysisof subjective information is due to Haas-Spohn (following ideas of Stalnaker 1978)and it seems correct.The disquotation principles introduced by (Kripke 1979) immediately connect sub-jective information to a theory of de dicto belief. According to this theory of beliefa sentence describes one of your beliefs if the diagonal determined by the sentenceis a superset of your belief alternatives. 2



This is an alternative approach to the semantics of belief sentences. Certain pos-sible worlds are consistent with all that a person believes. Let us call them beliefalternatives. To employ a formulation of Haas-Spohn(1994): if you would put theperson into such a possible world she could not discover that it was not the actualworld because the world meets everything that she believes. There are no surprisesin a belief alternative: they are what the actual world can be according to a beliefsubject. If we have possible worlds, characters and belief alternatives, we can de�nea belief operator by stipulating Ba' is true i� for each belief alternative i of a,the proposition expressed by ' at i is true at i1. If �' is the character of ' andbel(a; j) are the belief alternatives of a in a world j, we get: �Ba'(i)(j) = 1 i�8k 2 bel(a; j)�'(k)(k) = 1.The character based semantics can be transformed in a rather straightforward wayinto the framework of Hintikka. We de�ne a new set of possible worlds W 0 fromthe old worlds W by putting W 0 = f< w;w0 >: w;w0 2 Wg. We now de�ne [[�]] asa function from W 0 to the appropriate �-denotations, by putting [[�]](< w;w0 >) =��(w)(w0). The modal accessibility relation (which before was the open relation)becomes nec(< w;w0 >) = f< w;w00 >: w00 2 Wg and the new set of beliefalternatives is bel(a;< w;w0 >) = f< w00; w00 >: w00 2 bel(a;w0)g. In this way, thebelief alternatives are situated on the diagonal of the product and, by the sameimage, the set of modally accessible worlds from a given world, is the vertical lineon which it is situated.I will further assume that the meaning of non-logical basic expressions is determinedin a way that is uniform for their category. That the denotation of John in allpossible worlds is the individual John depends on the contingent fact that Johnbears the name \John" in the actual world. I assume that the principle from whichthis is an instance is true not just in the actual world, but in all worlds on thediagonal2. This principle can mutatis mutandis be extended to (kinds of) verbs,nouns and adjectives. Its full adoption is equivalent to the theory of formal characterintroduced by Haas-Spohn.2 Demonstratives and Indexicals RevisitedThe theory outlined works �ne for de dicto belief attributions that are free of vari-ables and indexicals or demonstratives. It is rather easy to show it fails whenindexicals occur.Consider an utterance of (1).(1) John believes that I am bald.The diagonal theory forces us into the position that it would be John's opinions asto who the speaker of the sentence is that determines the referent of I. Yet Johnmost likely does not have any opinion in that matter as he is not present at the1It may be objected here that we are neglecting an important aspect of character semantics:the fact that contexts give us in addition to possible worlds also speakers, times and places. Asthis is not an objection to the theory I will arrive at, which does not rely on extra structure inthe context fo its treatment of indexicals. Here the reader is invited to add as much structure tothe �rst parameter as she feels is necessary and to live with the consequence of having slightly toomuch structure in the resulting notion of a possible world.2On a pointed model, we might express this as a schema of MPs like 8x(name(\john00; x) $2x = john) ^ 8yBy8x(name(\john00; x)$ 2x = john)3



occasion of the utterance. We are rather reporting something which John wouldhave rendered (if he in fact believes it) as: He is bald, or That man is bald or evenBill is bald. There is no systematic way of reconstructing what John would havesaid and thereby it becomes hard to state what I contributes to the meaning of thecomplement.How to deal with direct reference then? We have found a problem with assumingthat direct referentials are \local" elements evaluated by \global" rules. There is aconict between our analysis of de dicto beliefs as holding when they are diagonallytrue on the belief alternatives of the subject and what happens if I tell you (1)John's absence. John's opinions about who I am are irrelevant. He has a beliefabout me.If we assume that belief sentences are diagonally interpreted, the context parameteris the wrong one for indexicals: it equals the context of utterance with one of thebelief alternatives of the subject.We can look for a solution in di�erent directions. For example, we could increase thenumber of parameters: the �xed context of utterance, the oating context of belief(equal to the �rst parameter outside beliefs) and the circumstance parameter. Wethen divide direct referentials into two groups: a group using the �rst parameterand a group using the second. \Me" would be of the �xed kind, a name wouldbelong to the second.The problem with this approach is that neither for names nor for indexicals we canuniformly say to what group they belong. Sometimes the belief subject is familiarwith the name and its bearer, sometimes he knows the bearer, sometimes he justknows the name. Classically, one would say that in the last case it is a de dictobelief, (which means it is non rigid by di�erent values for the second parameter)whereas in the second case the name is interpreted external to the belief. In the�rst case we should get both: it is interpreted by the �rst parameter and shiftswith the second. So in some cases the name would count as directly referential, insome cases it would be subjective and in some cases �nally, it would be both. Thatthe same holds for indexicals is a little bit harder to see. In the example (1) , weobviously have a direct interpretation. But what happens when the belief subjecttakes part in the current conversation? Can his views about what the indexicalsdenote be ignored? As it turns out, they cannot but this is better explained afterintroducing the alternative view.In the DRT-tradition, a more realistic account is available in the presuppositionresolution and accommodation model developed by Van der Sandt. According tothis model the treatment of a presupposition trigger (a de�nite article, a factiveverb, a cleft construction etc.) proceeds as follows. We determine at the positionof the trigger the content of its presupposition. We then determine if it is possibleto resolve the presupposition to material that is accessible from the position of thetrigger. Here there is a preference for locally available material. If it is we arenearly done, only the variables in the computed presupposition have to be uni�edwith the corresponding variables in its antecedent. If resolution does not work, weaccommodate the material with a preference for the global context, a preferencethat can be overridden by conicts with the contents of the global context or withthe informativeness of the current utterance.A DRS can be understood as the structure in which we do the bookkeeping of theemerging common ground between the speaker and the hearer. Normally, this is thebookkeeping of the part that results from linguistic exchanges. Here, we also need toadd basic data about the utterance situation: the identity of the speaker, the place4



of the utterance, the time and other features. Also, when there is a prior commonground concerning the beliefs of the belief subject or when the belief subject is partof the utterance situation, facts concerning this person should be considered to bepart of the DRS in which we are interpreting the sentence.We also make an extra assumption about presuppositions in belief contexts: if itis not common ground that the subject believes there is nobody who bears thename, we locally accommodate that the name has bearer, also in case the name isexternally resolved or accommodated3.Let us consider the indexical I. In contrast to e.g. the bearer of a proper name,the speaker of the utterance will be part of the common ground between speakerand hearer and it will also be common ground whether or not the belief subject isparty to the same common ground. So accommodation instead of resolution doesnot play any role at all. The identity of the speaker is common ground and it iscommon ground whether this is also so for the belief subject.So we get the following predictions concerning an (immediate) occurrence of I undera belief operator:1. If the belief subject is party in the common ground between speaker andhearer (generally this means that she is part of the utterance situation), thediscourse referent introduced by I will be uni�ed with the discourse referentrepresenting the speaker as the speaker in the beliefs of the belief subject.That discourse referent is identical to the discourse referent representing thespeaker in the DRS as a whole.2. Otherwise, the discourse referent is resolved to the discourse referent that rep-resents the current speaker in the common ground.This makes a subtle di�erence in case 1: it rules out that the belief subject willrepresent me in his belief by a description of which he does not assume that it refersto the same person as the speaker. If I happen to be the last person to leave thebuilding and John does not know this, the fact that John thinks the last person toleave the building is ill, is not su�cient for the truth of the preferred interpretationof (1) .Why is this theory of indexicals superior? Consider the following situation4. Harm3This assumption has been challenged in the otherwise excellent Geurts 1995. Geurts howeveragrees with the predictions that follow from my assumption. He proposes to derive the predictionsby means of a pragmatic mechanism supplementing his own single accommodation or resolutionmodel. This would suit me �ne, if he would have such a mechanism on o�er. I suspect howeverthat such a mechanism is as hard to �nd as the mechanism postulated by Karttunen that wouldderive global accommodations from local ones.4The example(2) If I would have been the wolf, I would eat you now.(U. Haas Spohn, p.c.) is another putative counterexample to the theory of direct reference. Theexample is spoken by the mother goat to her baby goats as she has found the door unlockedagainst her express instructions. Interpreting the antecedent, we have to resolve I. There is inthe antecedent no current speaker so the pronoun is resolved to the external speaker, who is inthe common ground not just the current speaker and the mother goat but also the person whohas just opened the door. The properties of being the current speaker and the mother goat aregiven up as they are not consistent with the assumption that this is the wolf. So we inherit inthe counterfactual situation only: person who just entered the door. To my mind, we do nothave genuine counterexample here. \I" still refers to the speaker of the utterance, who in the5



has after work made his way to one of the many pubs on the busy street where hiso�ce is located. Due to his immodest consumption of beer, he has at one pointformed the belief that he is not in the pub in which he happens to be but in thepub on the other side of the street. Looking out of the window he sees in the pubacross the street his colleague Wim. I stand next to Harm and seeing him lookingas he does and knowing about his state of mind I remark to you:Harm thinks that Wim is here.As Harm believes that he is in pub A, which happens to be where he sees Wim, thisreport is true on the premises of the direct reference theory and also on the widestscope theory about indexicals discussed and rejected by Kaplan5 But according tomy intuitions this interpretation is hardly available.On our predictions, (2) is false on the preferred interpretation. As Harm shareswith us (part of) the speech situation, it is his representation of the place of theutterance (in fact pub B) which prevails and he would not say \Wim is here". Afterall, the beer has not impaired his vision.3 What are Individual Concepts?Let me try to spell out the consequences of these considerations for the meaningof individual terms like demonstratives, �rst person pronouns and names. Let'sassume Harm says that man pointing to a balding academic holding a glass of darkbeer. What we had to say before is that since Harm is the speaker in the actualworld and since he in that world points to a particular person, say the professorof French poetry, it means that person in each of the worlds in the modal hull ofthe actual world. What we have to say now is more: we have to say what thatman denotes in the diagonal. The �rst thing that follows is that it does not alwaysdenote something. In some worlds Harm did not say that man and in others heomitted the pointing. If we diagonalise over those worlds we fail to get a referent,in the �rst case because there is nothing that has a relationship to the utterance (itdid not take place) in the second case because the rule associated with the pointingdoes not point: the demonstration is only partially there. The second conclusionis that the meaning is non-rigid. There are certainly worlds where somebody elsemight have been standing there. Importantly, we may fail to see clearly whomHarm is pointing to and we have thereby belief alternatives in which \that man"has di�erent values.Much the same holds for the pronoun "I" and for names. The meanings we haveto live with for individual terms are non-rigid incomplete individual concepts overour extended set of possible worlds.Our acceptance of the theory of subjective information has landed us in this predica-ment and it is an uncomfortable position: we have lost the beautiful and simpletheory of quantifying in based on Russell's singular propositions. We are suddenlyleft |for the attitudes| with partial non-rigid individual concepts and have tomake do with them. We have to answer the question which individual conceptsthere are and how we can deal with them.counterfactual situation assumed would be the wolf as well (and loses the properties inconsistentwith that assumption).5Within our model we would get this theory by ruling out local resolution, i.e. abolishing clause(1). 6



That not every partial function from (new-style) worlds to individuals is availableseems given with our intuitions about belief. We do not want to infer from: Johnbelieves that somebody ate the cake to There is somebody such that John believeshe ate the cake. (We combine, for each belief alternative of John, the object thatate the cake there. ) We also do not want to give up rigidity, only with extendingrigidity to belief alternatives as well. So, we must assume that for each object inthe actual world we have a rigid intension over its modal hull. But this assumptiono�ers no help for quantifying into belief contexts, as the intensions so described areinsu�cient to make any de re beliefs true.My solution is essentially the one that I have advocated in earlier work (Zeevat1994). That solution attributes to persons objects that are objects of belief. Objectsof belief in turn can be counterparts of other objects and can themselves have othercounterparts. It is when they are counterparts of real objects, that they satisfy dere beliefs. For �nding out what objects of belief there are, we have to enquire whatexperience the subject has had and to what communication she has been exposed.The di�erence with my earlier work is that the objects of belief here become partialindividual concepts and that we can give an account of their genesis in terms ofHintikka's belief alternatives. I believe the account here improves in some wayson my earlier work. The starting point are cognitive events. These are events inwhich the subject acquires a new belief. Examples of such events are perceptions,acceptances of an assertion and reasoning. One thing which happens in veridicalperceptions and acceptance of true assertions is the genesis of new de re beliefs.Take the example of a perception of an object that the subject has not seen before,let's say Bob's new Ferrari. Before the perception, it will be true that we candescribe the Ferrari uniquely by some unique description, say bob ferrari. It thenholds before the perception that(3) :9x(bob ferrari(x)^ belief(s; x = x))After the perception this has changed, the subject s has acquired a new object:(4) 9x(bob ferrari(x)^ belief(s; x = x))Of course this is not all that has changed: the belief alternatives of the subjecthave changed to take in the content of the perception: the beautiful color and theattractive shape will be as the subject perceived them. On the rather unconstructivepicture of belief alternatives assumed in this paper the update consists of two steps.First the subject has a unique description of what he sees. The uniqueness followsfrom the uniqueness of the description what I am currently seeing but takes in anyother property or relation that the subject attributes to the object in his perception.This �rst reduces the belief alternatives to those where the description is satis�ed (anormal eliminative update.) The second step is the addition to the set of individualconcepts of the individual concept formed by the Ferrari (extended to the modalhull of the actual world) and the object that in each of the new belief alternativesis the Ferrari for the subject.This is the simple case. The object may already be there as the subject mayhave heard about it before. Two things can happen: the subject recognises theFerrari from his description so that the updating is limited to a simple update ofthe alternatives. Alternatively, he does not, which means that the perception willform a second individual concept, which derives from the same Ferrari. The �nal7



possibility is misrecognition: the Ferrari is wrongly recognised as another object thesubject is aware of. We get a new concept (the new perception extends the actualFerrari, coinciding within the belief worlds with the older concept) and an updateover the older concept.Finally, there are hallucinations. Here we only seem to perceive something. Itfollows that the earlier steps in the updating are as before but the bridge itselfcannot be added. We can however add the concept consisting of the referent of thedescription in each of the belief alternatives.The general rule which we can abstract for this is that after the perception anindividual concept bridges the actual world (if the perception was veridical) andthe subject's belief alternatives with the bridge being given by a de�nite descriptionin the belief alternatives given by the perception itself. Veridical perceptions of anobject not seen before can be described as a switch in the truthvalue of a sentenceof the form:9x(x = a ^ believe(b; x = x))Before b's perception the sentence was false, as there was no bridge connecting b'smind to a. After the perception, such a bridge has come into being.In communication things are not very di�erent, except for the fact that now it isthe beliefs of the speaker and the concepts organising his beliefs that take the placeof the actual world. I will make the assumption that even in this case it is possibleto speak of the object underlying the speaker's utterance: it is the internal objectthat causes that particular part of the utterance. This assumption can however beeliminated6Bridges will now consist of the speaker's object extended to the belief alternativesof the subject. If the speaker's object was already a bridge it now becomes a longerbridge bringing us to yet other people and possibly to the actual world. The processitself is the same as in the case of perception. There are however two cases wherethe interpretation process can lead to empty bridges: hallucinated utterances andmishearings are one case, the other is the case of the speaker saying things he doesnot believe. What we here characterise is the fact that typically communicationcan lead to a switch in the truth conditions of (5)(e.g. Mary tells Susan about herpurported enemy.).(5) Mary believes that she has an enemy and Susan believes that he isdangerous.These processes �ll the set of individual concepts. The occurence of cognitive eventsadd individual concepts to the given set of individual concepts.Let us �rst have a look at the set of individual concepts available in a certainpossible world at a given time. This world has a history in which it has acquirednew individual concepts. The principle is that either a concept derives from acognitive event or it was there all the time. We can also say something about whatwas there all the time. I already mentioned the rigid intensions of the objects of theworld. Other concepts that have been always there are necessary objects of belief.I take it that for each subject there is one such object: the self, identi�ed by thesubject as the thing that is having these thoughts and experiences. This is a bridge:6The assumption corresponds with the di�erence between the classical DRT approaches toinde�nite reference (no uniqueness) and the approaches based on Evans's work. Non-uniquenesscould be accommodated in principle. 8



it bridges between the subject and what she is in each of her belief alternatives.Among the individual concepts that exist with respect to a mind there is a distin-guished concept that denotes the body of the mind in the actual world and thatis de�ned throughout the belief alternatives of that mind. Originally, the beliefalternatives coincide with all that could be known. The self ranges over all thesealternatives and realises each possibility as to what it can be. Later as the subjectacquires empirical information about itself, certain possibilities with respect to whoit can be are eliminated as are the alternatives themselves.The self is what accounts for de se beliefs (Lewis 1979). Adding a property selve(x)to the logical representation language o�ers solutions to the other problems con-nected with ego-centric beliefs. Reasons of space prevent any further discussion,here.Normally, the new individual concepts are (in the set-theoretic sense) extensions ofalready existing individual concepts, but the idea that all such new concepts formproper extensions is wrong. What happens in a successful communication or ina perception guarantees |if we assume uniqueness| that the originating concept|restricted to the modal hull of the actual world or to the belief alternatives ofthe sender of the communication | is |when the communication or perception issuccessful| and the interpreting concept are consistent. If there is overlap betweenthe domains, the uniqueness assumption guarantees that the concept assumes thesame values within the overlap. This is however not enough for unique extendibility.A simple example may su�ce. Assume that on my way home from work, I havewitnessed a tra�c accident. Coming home, I tell my wife about the accident inthe certain opinion that she will not tell our daughter about this, as she prefersto keep our daughter from such harsh realities. Yet, the next day my daughtertells me about an accident that happened. I assume that she is speaking of anotheraccident, and not that my wife has talked. But my wife has and she is talking aboutthe same accident. My concept of the accident is inconsistent with the concept thatcauses it, which contains my concept of the original accident.To solve this problem we could make a formal distinction between the actual worldand between the belief alternatives of each subject. This can be done using theselves. Another solution is to switch to a notion of semi-extension with respect toa belief subject. A semi-extension with respect to me, can overwrite values for theconcept in my belief alternatives. As the causing concept will continue to exist, theycan be recovered. In the example, it holds that there is an accident of which I believeconicting things (e.g. that my daughter knows about it and that she does not knowabout it) but it is surely wrong to attribute to me an internal inconsistency). I willin the sequel, ignore this problem.4 Some Re�nementsLet us consider the Hob-Nob-sentence (6).(6) Hob believes that a witch poisoned his cow and Nob believes thatshe killed his pig.On the hardest interpretation of the sentence there is a rumour in the village abouta witch and Hob and Nob are parties to that same rumour (due to a conict theynever talk with each other). In terms of our model, this means that there are two9



chains to the originator of the rumour, but not chains such that one extends theother. The sentence is true therefore if there is a chain (of which neither Hob orNob is the endpoint) which can be extended to both the Hob chain and the Nobchain.We can write this in the following way:(7) 9xyz(x � y ^ x � z^belief(hob;witch(y)^ Py)^ belief(nob;Qy))There are two problems with this representation. First, it seems we have a dere-version of an obviously de dicto-sentence. and, second, the sentence has onequanti�cation and not three.Let us start with the second problem, which is less serious anyway. We can build intothe semantics of the belief operator the possibility to extend individual concepts.This is easily implemented.(8) M; i; g j= belief(x; ') , 9h(8v 2 V AR (g(v) � h(v)) ^ 8j 2beli(g(x))M; j; h j= ')M; i; g j= :belief(x; ') , 8h(8v 2 V AR g(v) � h(v)) ! 9j 2beli(g(x))M; j; h j= :'Using this semantics we can reduce our representation to (9).(9) 9x(belief(hob;witch(x)^ Px)^ belief(nob;Qx))The �rst problem can be solved by undoing the existential import of the existentialquanti�cation. In order to be able to express existential import, we have an existencepredicate with the semantics as in (10).(10) M; i; g j= Ex, g(x)(i) de�nedM; i; g j= :Ex, g(x)(i) is unde�nedThe normal existential quanti�er representing the "there is" of natural languagewill be now rendered by 9x(Ex^ : : :). Existential quanti�cation is de�ned by (11).(11) M; i; g j= 9x', there is a d 2 ICi such that M; i; g[d=x] j= 'M; i; g j= :9x', 8d 2 ICiM; i; g[d=x] j= :'With our E-predicate we can represent the de dicto/de re-distinction as in (12).(12) 9xbelief(y; ')9x(Ex^ belief(y; '))This leads to a simple treatment of the Hob-Nob sentence.The �nal problem we have to face is how to link this representation to syntax. Thesimplest solution is to call on DRT once more. We need to add the proviso thata belief box does not have place for its own discourse referents: they drift awayto the embedding box. We have to distinguish them however from other discourse10



referents. This can be achieved by making sure that all other discourse referents areentered with a condition ensuring their existence. This is superuous in case theexpression responsible for their introduction also places a condition in which theyappear as an argument in the box: the standard semantics for simplex conditionslets them entail the existence of all their arguments, e.g. from give(x; y; z) we caninfer Ex, Ey and Ez. But foreign discourse referents (the ones not also occurringin an argument position in a simplex condition in their box) do not need to exist.This can sometimes make it necessary to bring in a condition Ex in the other rulesof the development algorithm.Is there something wrong with representing de dicto belief reports as we have? Ithink not, in fact it is completely the reverse: there are serious problems withthe traditional representation. On the picture I have been developing individualconcepts also arise when it only appears to the subject that an object causes aperception or assertion. The concept will then be restricted to the belief alternativesof the subject. In traditional terminology, an internal object is created for whichthere is no external object. The traditional representation of de dicto existentialsentences completely misrepresents this fact. For a de dicto existential to be true onthe standard representation, it is su�cient that the non-satisfaction of a predicateis not consistent with whatever the subject believes.But intuitively this not the same as the subject believing the existential sentence.Belief requires that she has noticed the incompatibility of the non-satisfaction of thepredicate with her other beliefs which on the classical view would be equivalent topostulating an object satisfying the predicate. This postulation is a cognitive act,comparable to perception and believing an assertion, and it would follow that theobject must be an individual concept. (On the intuitionist view, it would not evenbe possible to attribute an existential de dicto belief on the basis of the inconsistencyof the non-satis�ability of the predicate with the subject's other belief.)Our account of the emergence of individual concepts faithfully captures these rea-soning processes: coming to believe in an existential sentence is the creation ofan individual concept that is minimally de�ned over the belief alternatives of thesubject.5 Proper NamesThe treatment of proper names is an important test case in semantical theories ofbelief. Rather than starting from the premiss that a name is an individual termwithan autonomous meaning |the assumption in most of the philosophical literature|I will start from the opposite point of view, namely that names are a special kindof anaphoric device, much like anaphoric pronouns. This starting point makes itpossible to explain some of the properties of names that do not come into the pictureif we follow the philosophical literature, such as their presuppositional propertiesand the possibility of using the same name for di�erent people in the same context.Haas-Spohn's 1994 shows some of the di�culties that are encounteredwhen we startfrom the other premiss. Let me point out in addition that the anaphoric theory isthe only practical option in natural language interfaces for the computer.Names and anaphoric devices such as personal pronouns and de�nite descriptionshave in common that they are all devices that �nd a suitable antecedent in thecommon ground and pass the value that they found to the construction at hand.Names and pronouns of course di�er in the way in which they do this. Personal11



pronouns search the immediate context of their occurrence for a suitable antecedentthat matches it in gender and number and that does not directly c-command it, andde�nite descriptions (in their anaphoric use) search the larger context for an objectthat meets the content. In just that way names search in an even wider context foran object that is so-called. Names can have a rather permanent status and theycan well be part of the wider common ground given by the participation in a largerculture, but they can also be extremely limited in their applicability. They can beintroduced in the context of a game and disappear thereafter or they can be partof a logically embedded context, witness such locutions as (13).(13) If we call this number n, then let m be n2.The behaviour of names can be described by saying that their use presupposesthe existence of something called so and so. Like other presuppositional triggers,the presupposition will |in some contexts and only by default| leave its contentbehind in their local context. To be precise, we have to split the presuppositionin two, one the statemnt introducing the discourse marker and its existence (e.g.x ^ Ex), second the condition that that discourse marker is named by the name(e.g. name(\john00; x). The reason for this division is that they have di�erentresolution and accommodation properties. The existence presupposition must atleast be locally accommodated, the name presupposition need not. Further, thename presupposition needs to be resolved to some part of the common ground(which does not rule out local and intermediate accommodations which are howevernot necessary) and it even holds that it can �nd its antecedent in contexts whichare not accessible for e.g. pronoun resolution. These are not unusual propertiesfor presupposition triggers. The name presupposition is in respect of obligatoryresolution and access to inaccessible contexts comparable to the presupposition ofthe particle too and the existence presupposition (necessary also for the pronoun heand for anaphoric de�nite descriptions) behaves similar to the sortal presuppositionsgenerated by triggers like bachelor.The causal theory of names explains how a certain name comes to be the name ofa person. The fact that the person has the name is exploited by the interpretationmechanism to identify the object the speaker is stating something about.In this theory names do not have a formal counterpart which is their meaning.There is only the contingent relation: x has the name w. But we can enquirewhat sort of meaning we should give to a formal name occurring in situ to obtainthe same results. What we ask for is an individual constant interpreted by anindividual concept that denotes in an alternative what the bound variable denotesin the current theory.Pursuing this line, we �nd a number of problems which to my mind su�ce as anargument to abandon the Millian theory of proper names defended by Kaplan. Butlet us �rst see what is correct about that theory.First, it follows that names are directly referential from the fact that both presup-positions of the name normally end up in the global context. That means that it isdecided by the world of the global context (the actual world, if we are not reading anovel, that also partially determines the context of utterance) who the bearer of thename is and not by the worlds that are relevant if the name's context is intensional.Second, if we limit ourselves to modal alternatives the name is also rigid. Thisfollows from the way we set up the set of individual concepts: we initialised them ascontaining (next to the selves) only concepts rigid on the modal hull of the actual12



world.Third, the account of the causal theory of reference for proper names is fully con-sistent with what I have said so far. (I am in full agreement with it but to conceivedi�erently of how names have a referent does not seem to have much consequences:all that is needed that name(x; y) is a contingent relationship).So I think the present theory endorses all the predictions of the classical account onnames. But it does not give up at points where the classical theory fails to predictor gives the wrong predictions.I already mentioned the marginal cases where the name is locally introduced in asubordinate context. Here we get failure of direct reference and rigidity. Standardpresuppositional examples can be adapted to construct cases where the resolutionis local and other alternatives are involved, as in (14).(14) Bill believes that one of your colleagues is called \Tom" and hebelieves that Tom is a spy.It is possible that there is a person called \Tom" and that Tom isa spy.Tom is here neither directly referential nor rigid. In the �rst example, it is Bill'sbelief alternatives that determine who Tom is and, following our earlier considera-tions, and it is plausible that Bill does not know have a particular colleague in mind.In the second case, it is the value of Tom with respect to a modal alternative thatdetermines the referent of the unquoted occurrence of Tom in that same alternative.It is also fully consistent with Tom actually being somebody else.There is also failure of the causal theory.(15) Bill believes that that man there is called Tom and that Tom is aspy.If we assume Bill is wrong nobody baptised that man \Tom". Yet the secondoccurrence of \Tom" refers to him. Of course, in the belief alternatives of Bill,there must be baptisements but they cannot cause reference in the actual world.The classical theory also fails to account for legitimate occurrences of names withouta reference, such as (16)(16) Odysseus worshipped Zeusor (17) (17) John believes Vulcan is covered with craters.which are easily treated in the present theory. Most disastrous are however thecases of Pierre and Paderewski.(18) Pierre believes London is ugly and Londres is pretty.As London and Londres are faithful translations of each other they should countas the same name. I.e., even in Pierre's belief alternatives they have to refer to the13



same thing (on the premise that the name has an individual concept as a meaning).It follows that there cannot be such alternatives. Yet we feel that Pierre doesnot have an internal contradiction and |more importantly| that there are worldswhich Pierre cannot discover to be di�erent from the actual world. (The possibleworld where there are two British cities called London and Londres respectively andwhere \Londres" is not a translation of \London" and where Londres is nice andLondon is not.) The conclusion here follows from the assumptions that \London"and \Londres" translate each other and the assumption that names are interpretedby an individual concept.In the Paderewski case, somebody believes that Paderewski is a gifted musicianand at the same time that Paderewski is not a gifted musician, due to a failure torealise that they are the same person after meeting them at di�erent occasions. Thecase is similar to the Pierre case but does not rely on translation. Here we haveclearly one name which cannot be interpreted as one name in the subject's beliefalternatives. If Paderewski is taken as a single name interpreted by an individualconcept, there can be no belief alternative for the subject, contrary to our intuition.An alternative that works has two people called Paderewski, a musical one and anon-musical one. Such alternatives are ruled out by Paderewski being a name inthe classical sense.In our theory such beliefs are possible by di�erent local resolutions: one to onecounterpart of Paderewski one to another counterpart of Paderewski7. The subjectis assumed to know the name Paderewski as a name of each counterpart.Let us briey examine what are the alternatives for one who would want to maintaina single meaning for the name Paderewski. One alternative would be to give upthe idea that the meaning is an individual concept. It will refer to one thing in theactual world but will have a multiple reference in our subject's belief alternatives.This will not do as we do not have a criterion anymore for applying a predicate toa name in a world. We can say that all referents must meet the predicate perhapsbut this does not do: neither of the two beliefs in the example will hold. If we saythat only some must meet the predicate, the negative version of the belief will befalse. This is just not a way out.We can also not let the name denote a set of individual concepts for much the samereasons.The only things that comes close is to let the name (the name of one particularreferent) be ambiguous, selecting a di�erent concept at every occurrence of thename. That boils down to a version of the present theory. But the problem would bethat all names would start to be ambiguous. Consider your own name. It is certainlypossible that you are like Paderewski in that somebody has been introduced to youon two di�erent occasions and has built up contradictory opinions about you due to afailure to recognise you on he second occasion. If we consider the belief alternativesof that person in that possible world, it follows that your name is ambiguous in7And an explanation of why we need two belief attributions. A single one would make the localresolution to the �rst Paderewski strongly preferred. We need to explain why the formulations in(19)have the intended interpretation,(19) John believes that Paderewski is musical and that Paderewski is not musical.John believes of Paderewski that he is musical and that he is not musical.while formulations as in (20)do not have this interpretation.(20) John believes that Paderewski is musical and not musical.John believes that Paderewski is musical and Paderewski is not musical14



precisely the way \Paderewski" would be if we follow this theory.A proper name occurrence can give information on the present view. It may be thecase that the presupposition is (also) locally accommodated in a belief sentence.This will then add the information that (also) the subject of the belief report knowsthat the person is named in that way. If the common ground did not already containthis information, it will do so now.For a simple belief sentence it seems to be the case that the default reading is onewhere the name is externally resolved and accommodated internally (proper nameaccommodation has more the characteristics of repair than of a normal device ofintroduction of a referent. One has to know who the bearer of the name is beforeone can use it.) . Only when the name cannot be externally resolved (it is commonground that there is no such thing) external resolution fails and only when thecommon ground has a reason for the subject not believing that the referent is so-called, the internal accommodation or resolution is omitted.The content added by accommodation o�ers the basis for making distinctions be-tween: (21) John believes that Hesperus is Phosphorusand (22) John believes that Hesperus is Hesperus.For a fuller discussion see (Zeevat 1994).The process we have sketched so far o�ers an account of the content of �ctionalnames. If Bill believes that Vulcan is a planet within a common ground in which itis well-known that Vulcan does not exist, it follows that the name presuppositionis only locally accommodatable (if it is not already locally resolvable). This thenmeans that in Bill's belief alternatives there is a planet that bears the name Vulcan.The fact that we |as non-believers| use the name Vulcan and that it is commonknowledge between us that certain astronomers in the past postulated the existenceof a planet with that name makes the name also resolvable to the indirect contextgiven by the beliefs of these astronomers. It is resolution to that context and theensuing demand that there is an individual concept that ful�lls the demand thatit is called \Vulcan" within that context and the one given by Bill's beliefs, thatenforces that Bill's belief is grounded in a counterpart of the object of the earlierbelief.How does this all compare with the Muskens' theory of names? What Muskenssuggests is that names (considered in their behaviour over belief alternatives) arede�nite descriptions. These de�nite descriptions have however an elusive character:it is hard to state their content. It would also |one cannot help feeling| bedangerous to state the content of any particular name. If one does so, it followsfrom the theory that it is impossible for any subject to believe that the person thatis so called lacks the property from which the de�nite description is constructed.Muskens must therefore restrict himself to making a categorical claim: the namehas a meaning which is formally an individual concept in that it denotes one singleobject in every world for which it is de�ned. Such meanings are known as themeanings of de�nite descriptions. My discussion of the Paderewski case led to theconclusion that it is not correct to describe proper names as having a meaning that15



is one single individual concept. In that respect, the theory of this paper disagreeswith the position defended by Muskens. In another respect however, we agree: theindividual concepts indeed are indistinguishable from de�nite description meaningsas traditionally conceived8.The theory developed in this paper however agrees with Muskens about the centralrole of non-rigid individual concepts, i.e. de�nite description meanings. With aparticular concept, in general there are associatedmany of these description, one foreach of the belief subjects carrying it. Here, we are in the position to say somethingabout the descriptions themselves. The basic individual concepts, the ones rigidlyextending the objects in the actual world to its modal hull, can be taken to beactualist de�nite descriptions (the object that is actually so and so). Extensionsby perception are again connected to a de�nite description (\what I see in thisperception as being so and so"). Extensions by communication �nally are againconnected to a de�nite description (\what so and so describes to me as being soand so"). What seems to follow is that we get an object that is a de�nite descriptionmeaning that |if it spans a number of subjects| is generated by di�erent de�nitedescriptions, one for each subject. This then entails that it is misconceived to askfor the de�nite description that belongs to an individual concept.I have argued that names do not have an eternal meaning. Rather they contextuallyselect a subsisting individual concept from a range of candidates. The existencepresupposition further demands that the concept be de�ned in the belief alternativesthat are relevant for the evaluation of the interpretation of the sentence at hand(the alternatives relevant for the interpretation of the contexts accessible from theposition of the name and which allow the accommodation of this presupposition).This statement is more radical than it seems at �rst sight, as it throws doubt on theexistence of eternal meanings in general. Many words in natural language (the onesin the open classes: adjectives, adverbs, nouns and verbs) can naturally be thoughtof as names of obects in other ontological categories: colours, kinds, properties,activities, states etc. Mutatis mutandis, we will have to deny that there are �xedeternal meanings for these words as well. What happens in our squared worlds isthat the contingencies on which the semantic properties of e.g. a kind term dependcan be absent or di�erent in the other world. The \individual concepts" relating asubjective concept of the kind to the real kind can be many and diverse. It followsthat there is little place for an eternal notion of meaning spanning both the realworld and the minds that live therein.6 Logical Consequence and Other IssuesDavidson's event semantics has a variant where we associate an event argumentwith every natural language sentence, where this argument is always existentiallyquanti�ed.This event must be more complicated when we have a sentence that is a quanti�ca-8It would be wrong to conclude that the traditional conception of de�nite description meaningsis correct. On the contrary, the assumptions made in this paper suggest a di�erent approach.De�nite descriptions must be taken as expressions that �nd a referent in the context of utterance,i.e. as expressions presupposing the subsistence of an individual concept that meets the descriptionand the existence of the individual concept. The only di�erence with names is in the content ofthe presupposition. This makes de�nite descriptions as rigid as names are, and leads to problemswith traditional puzzles (The coach changes. The temperature rises.) for which a new solutionmust be found. 16



tion, a negation, a disjunction or an implication. The precise nature of the valuestaken by the event argument in these cases is a subject of ongoing debate involvinga consideration of aspect and the proper analysis of negation in natural language.What is important in the current context is however that the position can underpinthe following thesis (23).(23) A judgment is always a belief that something speci�c to the judg-ment exists.The thesis has two aspects. It �rst makes all natural judgments existential and thusconnects to our earlier considerations about existential de dicto beliefs. Second, apossible object satisfying the judgment must be speci�c to the judgement. That is,it must make this judgment true and not others9Another possible underpinning for the thesis comes from the Brouwer-Heyting-Kolmogorov interpretation of intuitionistic logic and its successors10. According tothis interpretation, each correct judgment has its own proof-object. To explore thisfurther, we need to extend the interpretation to empirical proof-objects (evidences)and to connect the proof-objects to the theory of belief. I will not pursue thisalternative here.If we combine the principle with our treatment of belief, we see that we have anapproach to stop the closure of belief sentences under logical consequence. Let itbe given that a person believes A and that B is a logical consequence of A. Bythe principle B is of an existential nature. By our treatment of de dicto existentialbelief it is necessary that a cognitive act has created an internal object speci�c forB if the subject is to believe it. This is only so if there has been a cognitive act ofthe subject creating the object. So belief in A and B being a logical consequenceof A is not a su�cient condition for a belief in B.The same reasoning applies to mathematical truths and to closure under logicalequivalence. It is an empirical fact whether the cognitive act required for the cre-ation of a correct individual concept has taken place.7 ConclusionThe speculative treatment of logical consequence would suggest that the presenttheory deals with all problems of belief. This is not so. A possible world semanticsof the kind I sketched, with a set belief alternatives cannot deal with internallyinconsistent beliefs, e.g. mathematical mistakes. As such beliefs occur, it followsthat the present theory must, in the end, give way to a better one. One optionwould be to have a set of sets of epistemic alternatives, but space prevents me froma full discussion.The present theory of belief however gives an adequate way of representing con-sistent information. We have three notions. One is the classical theory where aninformation state is a set of possible worlds. This is certainly an important notion,given that it constitutes our picture of the actual world and is directly relevant for9There is some latitude here in the delineation of judgements. One can consider the judgmentthat John's car broke down in Paris as being composed of two di�erent judgments, one that John'scar broke down and one that this happened in Paris, which would both be true because of existenceof the same event. This is tolerable. What would not be tolerable is that the same object wouldalso satisfy that Harry lost his keys in Amsterdam.10This interpretation can be extended to classical logic.17



action. Our action is grounded in what we think the world is like. This notion ofinformation only constrains our actions and cannot explain action or the motivesfor actions. The second notion takes the information together with the set of in-ternal objects (the individual concepts restricted to the set of belief alternatives ofthe subject of the information). This is a �ner notion and can be equated withthe DRS notion of information. (Heim's slogan: a proposition is a set of possibleworld plus a set of discourse referents). This information explains motives for ac-tions. Finally, we have situated information: the possible worlds with the bridgesand chains. This information explains action in te world as it presents the subjectrelated to the objects in the world.One of the intersting aspect of the present theory is that it, as far as I know forthe �rst time, gives a direct interpretation of discourse referents. They are neitherpsychological objects or \theoretical" objects, but they are normal semantic entities.There is no need for revision of �rst order logic or for representationalism in order togive an adequate interpretation to this central notion in current semantic theories.The tradition which stands behind the existence of a name in the language commu-nity has been called a causal-intentional net. We can recover this notion within thepresent theory. Such a net is nothing else but the set of individual concepts of theactual world which are associated with the name. That is, they have the propertyof denoting in all elements of the diagonal over which they are de�ned an individualthat is so-called and the further property that they denote the bearer of the namein the actual world. Such sets are nets, as numerous of the individual concepts crosseach other.The theory leads the way to a new conception of intensional semantics, where wehave, roughly speaking, classical semantics in the centre, on the actual world and itsmodal hull, categorial meaning postulates, characterising the form of the meaningof words, over the whole model and a theory of contextual interpretation coveringthe connection between the two. But the model is not committed to this classicism.It is fully to consistent to assume that the use of certain or even all words doesnot go back to successful baptisements, which have successfully individuated in theactual world objects, properties and relations. We would so make contact with themore sceptical traditions about meaning, such as Wittgenstein or deconstructivism.At the same time however, we have a model for constructing truth. We can afterall rebaptise and �x meanings as we require.ReferencesDavidson, D. The Logical Form of Action Sentences. In: N. Rescher (ed.) TheLogic of Decision and Action. Pittsburgh 1967, pp 81-95.Geurts, Bart. Presupposing. PhD, Universit�at Stuttgart. 1995.Hintikka, Jaakko. Semantics for Propositional Attitudes. In: Linsky (ed.) Refer-ence and Modality. Oxford 1971, pp. 145-167.Muskens, Reinhard. Names. Chapter 8 of: R. Muskens, Meaning and Partiality,PhD. University of Amsterdam 1989.Haas-Spohn, U. Versteckte Indexikalit�at und subjektive Bedeutung. PhD Universit�atT�ubingen 1994.Heim, Irene. File Change Semantics and the Familiarity Theory of De�niteness. In:Ba�uerle, Schwarze & Von Stechow (eds.) Meaning, Use and Interpretation. Berlin1983. 18
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AppendixThe following is an attempt at sketching a formal system for the theory described inthe paper. It comes with no warranty and does not deal with extending individualconcepts. Its sole purpose is to facilitate comparison.The language has no individual constants, a modal operator, an existence predi-cate and a two-place predicate belief taking an individual term and a formula asarguments.Models are of the formM =< U;W;nec; bel; IC;E; I >, where U is a set of objects,W is a set of worlds, bel assigns to a world i and an individual u a set of worlds,nec maps worlds to the set of worlds modally accessible to them, IC gives the setof individual concepts in a world, E assigns to a world the set of objects existing inthat world.There are some connections between these:If < u1; : : : ; un >2 I(P )(i) then uj 2 Ei for 1 � j � n.ICi contains all constant functions mapping neci to Ei.g is correct for i i� 8x 2 V AR g(x) 2 ICi,g extends h i� 8v 2 V AR if h(v) is de�ned then h(v) � g(v) and if h(v) is unde�ned,then g(v) is unde�ned.M; i; g j= Px1 : : : xn , g(xj)(i) is de�ned for 1 � j � n and< g(x1)(i); : : : ; g(xn)(i) >2M(P )(i)M; i; g j= :Px1 : : : xn , g(xj)(i) is de�ned for 1 � j � n and< g(x1)(i); : : : ; g(xn)(i) >62M(P )(i)M; i; g j= ' ^  ,M; i; g j= ' and M; i; g j=  M; i; g j= :(' ^  ),M; i; g j= :' or M; i; g j= : M; i; g j= ::',M; i; g j= 'M; i; g j= 9x', there is a d 2 ICi such that M; i; g[d=x] j= 'M; i; g j= :9x', for all d 2 ICi M; i; g[d=x] j= :'M; i; g j= 2', for all j 2 NeciM; j; g j= 'M; i; g j= :2', there is a j 2 NeciM; j; g j= :'M; i; g j= belief(x; '), there is an assignment h correct for i and extending g suchthat for all j 2 beli(g(x))M; j; h j= 'M; i; g j= :belief(x; '),for no assignment h correct for i and extending g there isa j 2 beli(g(x)) such that M; j; h j= '
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